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ABSTRACT
Workflows make it easier for scientists to assemble computational experiments consisting of many disparate components. However, those disparate components also increase the probability that the computational experiment fails to be reproducible. Even if software is reproducible today, it may become irreproducible tomorrow without the software itself changing at all, because of the constantly changing software environment in which the software is run.

To alleviate irreproducibility, workflow engines integrate with container engines. Additionally, communities that sprung up around workflow engines started to host registries for workflows that follow standards. These standards reduce the effort needed to make workflows automatically reproducible.

In this paper, we study automatic reproduction of workflows from two registries, focusing on non-crashing executions. The experimental data lets us analyze the upper bound to which workflow engines could achieve reproducibility. We identify lessons learned in achieving reproducibility in practice.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software creation and management; • Information systems → Information systems applications; • Applied computing → Digital libraries and archives.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, scientific workflows have become a lingua franca for expressing computational experiments [16]. Workflows offer portability, extensibility, reusability, and machine-readability, enabling automated tooling. This success has led to a growing population of workflows and workflow management systems on the web [15].

However, workflows are often irreproducible [19]. They may have always been irreproducible, or they may have initially been reproducible but decayed into irreproducibility later due to changes in computational environments [42]. Science is only self-correcting because scientists can scrutinize and build on each others’ work [29], so irreproducibility hinders scientific progress. Scrutiny is hindered when readers need help to re-execute the workflow on their computer, which in turn harms the communal practice of science, and requires researcher to independently re-develop each others’ work.

Even outside of basic research, the reproducibility of workflows is essential. Suppose engineers use workflows to simulate the behavior of a physical part. Simulations are rapidly improving, so they may want to rerun a simulation done in the past with newer techniques or with different parameters. The physical part may have a lifetime measured in decades, but the software simulation is much more fragile, lasting only years. If the computation is not reproducible, engineers cannot easily rerun the simulation; they must either attempt time-consuming digital archaeology or rewrite the simulation from scratch.

A roadmap for workflow technologies by Deelman et al. notes an urgent need for innovative approaches, methods, and tools to ensure workflow reproducibility [9]. If archived and made discoverable, workflows could eventually become an enduring resource for the scientific community — enabling researchers to reproduce and build upon each others’ work rapidly and credibly.

Current data on the frequency and causes of workflow failures is crucial to building workflow archival and sustainment solutions. A 2012 study by Zhao et al. was among the first to examine such failure causes, specifically among Taverna workflows from the myExperiment workflow registry [42]. Unfortunately, Taverna is no longer actively maintained. The landscape of workflow technologies

1We use the ACM definition of reproducibility: a measurement is reproducible if a different team can use the same experimental setup to make a concurring observation [16].
has changed significantly, and newer tools have displaced Taverna (see Table 1). In short, several positive developments have happened, and we need a refreshed perspective on workflow reproducibility.

To explore this topic further, we collected workflows from two workflow registries, Snakemake Workflow Catalog [38] and nf-core [14], and attempted to reproduce crash-free executions for them. We address the following research questions:

- **RQ0.** What are the characteristics of workflows and revisions in the selected registries? The answer tells us about the external validity of the study.
- **RQ1.** How many workflows (and for how many revisions of those workflows) in each selected registry are crash-free reproducible? This question quantitatively assesses the level of reproducibility in practice for those registries.
- **RQ2.** For workflows that we were unable to reproduce crash-free executions, what are the most common failure modes? These modes inform future work of workflow engine developers for what to fix, researchers on automatic reproducibility on what to focus on inferring, and workflow users of what to watch out for.
- **RQ3.** What is the survival rate of crash-free reproducibility of workflows over time? While we cannot wait for a specific workflow to break, which may take months or years, we can assume that software in the future will behave similarly to software in the past and make population-level inferences.
- **RQ4.** For crash-free reproductions, how much and what kinds of outputs do they produce? Future research seeking to compare subsequent revisions semantically will need to develop a handler for each kind of output. This research question tells them what kinds of outputs to focus on.

The main differences between our work and prior large-scale studies on automatic reproducibility [32, 39, 41, 42] are:

- We study workflows, not arbitrary computational experiments (c.f. [32, 39, 41]). Workflows specifically aim to be reproducible, and the workflows we study containerize each step, for example, so they stand a better chance of being reproducible than arbitrary computational experiments.
- We analyze the “survival rate” of workflows over time. To the best of our knowledge, prior work [39, 42] used time as a categorical rather than a continuous variable (informally, “so many workflows from that year still work”) or did not analyze time [32, 41].
- We analyze not only one but two registries and contrast their results. To our knowledge, prior work has not examined the similarities and differences in reproducibility from different workflow registries.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 provide background and related work in curating and sustaining scientific workflows. Section 4 describes our data collection and analysis methodology. Section 5 presents the findings of our study. Section 6 provides a detailed discussion of those findings, including the limitations of our study. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the key results of our study and describes directions for future work.

### 2 PRELIMINARIES

The Association for Computing Machinery defines reproducibility and replicability as follows:

- **Reproducibility** means “The measurement can be obtained with stated precision by a different team using the same measurement procedure, the same measuring system, under the same operating conditions, in the same or a different location on multiple trials. For computational experiments, this means that an independent group can obtain the same result using the author’s own artifacts.” [36]

- **Replicability** means “The measurement can be obtained with stated precision by a different team, a different measuring system, in a different location on multiple trials. For computational experiments, this means that an independent group can obtain the same result using artifacts which they develop completely independently.” [36]

Both definitions use “measurement”. For our study on reproducing scientific workflows, we define the following as "measurement":

- **Crash-free execution** refers to whether the computational experiment runs to completion without crashing (specifically, terminating with a non-zero exit code for POSIX programs).

While replicable research conclusions are the end goal, assessing that goal in practice requires expert case-by-case analysis. Assessing reproducible crash-free executions, on the other hand, is possible to do automatically and is a vital stepping-stone for replicable research conclusions. If an experiment has a reproducible crash-free execution, the workflow can be scrutinized, extended, and reused in future inquiries.

One salient question about reproducibility is how it relates to time. A computational experiment may be reproducible only up to some point in time but become irreproducible after that point. This change could be due to several reasons. For example, the software environment may not be fully specified, so retrieving the “latest” dependency may stop working at some point. It could also be because the software depends on some network resource that is no longer available. This phenomenon is often called software collapse [21] because software with an unstable foundation is analogous to a building with an unstable foundation. Software collapse for workflows manifests itself as irreproducible computational experiments.

### 3 PRIOR WORK

Prior works on large-scale quantitative reproducibility studies can be split into those whose reproduction is assessed by automatic means versus a manual effort.

Zhao et al. [42] evaluate automatic reproducibility of Taverna workflows from the myExperiment registry. However, Taverna is now defunct, and there have been many changes since 2012 (see Table 1), so we should expect the results to change. Furthermore, Zhao et al. do not examine the correlation of crashes with time or the kinds of outputs when the execution is crash-free.

Trisovic et al. [39] evaluate automatic reproducibility of R code from the Harvard Dataverse repository. While Trisovic et al. propose to study reproducibility based on R version and time (in their RQ8), they treat time as a categorical variable and do not perform a statistical analysis to generalize their data. Furthermore, Trisovic et al.’s reproduction of R code does not include the order in which the
scripts in a single project were originally run, so it incurs failures that may be simply due to a wrong order; our work studies workflows, which avoid the ordering problem because the workflow specifies dependencies between tasks.

Pimentel et al. [32] and Wang et al. [41] automatically run Jupyter Notebooks from GitHub. Jupyter Notebooks have different strengths and use-cases than workflows. Jupyter Notebooks are usually used for small, interactive jobs, whereas workflows are used for large, batch-processing jobs [12, 27]. For example, Snakemake and Nextflow at the language-level both provide facilities to run jobs on a cluster. Snakemake and Nextflow, by default, write intermediate results to disk so that workflows can be resumed if the node halts or needs to be restarted. While both batch-scheduling submission, crash-recovery, and containerization can be implemented in Python, workflow engines are more specialized for analyzing data at a large scale. Therefore, we expect that the reproducibility characteristics can be quite different. For example, Wang et al. find that using one set of Python packages, namely those in the default Anaconda distribution, was sufficient for running their evaluation; in contrast, workflows in Snakemake and Nextflow often provide a distinct set of Python packages for each task! Finding the correct set of packages is non-trivial, as we will see in RQ2.

As an example of manual reproduction, Krafczyk et al. execute an in-depth case study on a small set of computational experiments [25]. Stoddent et al. [37] perform case studies with specific attention to journal policies. The case-study methodology is helpful for in-depth results but has difficulty generalizing the results to an entire population. Our work attempts an automatic reproduction of a large set of experiments to address population-level questions but does not perform an in-depth analysis of a small subset.

Continuous integration [20] seeks to run tests at every change. However, software can fail not just by changes to the code itself but also by changes to the environment (see “software collapse” above). Continuous integration usually does not seek to cover the case of static code under an evolving environment. Beaulieu-Jones and Greene [4] propose “continuous analysis” to maintain reproducibility. That approach is complementary to ours; future work could combine techniques with our work to continuously evaluate large-scale reproductions.

Provenance is also an important research direction. Pouchard et al. showed how collecting provenance data and performance metrics can aid in confirming the reproducibility of extreme-scale application workflows [33]. Meng and Thain developed a framework for capturing execution environments of workflows at a task-by-task level of granularity [28]. Large-scale reproduction tells provenance researchers where to start looking for examples of working workflows, examples of common errors, and other data. On the other hand, provenance systems improve the reproducibility of workflow engines, which large-scale reproductions can evaluate.

Functional package managers such as Nix and Guix [6, 7] treat building and installing a package as a pure function. To enforce purity, a functional package manager builds packages inside a sandboxed environment that only contains the declared inputs. One can use symlinks to link together built artifacts into a project-specific environment. This approach solves dependency issues but leaves other sources of irreproducibility open, such as applications that access network resources at run-time (at build-time the network is unavailable). A subset of the problems we are studying here would also be problems for Nix and Guix. Guix Workflow Language [40] takes this idea a step further by creating a workflow where each step runs in a Guix-specified environment. While these are promising tools for future development, this work focuses on current, popular workflow engines such as Snakemake and Nextflow to capture an image of reproducibility in the real-world.

Besides research literature, the community has been developing new policies, organizations, and tools to encourage reproducibility (see Table 1).

4 METHODOLOGY

The Workflow Community Initiative lists four registries: Dockstore [31], Snakemake workflow catalog [38] (here on, “SWC”), WorkflowHub [17], and nf-core [14]. Dockstore and WorkflowHub contain workflows of many different workflow languages, and they overlap as the same workflow can be in both registries. For this study, we chose SWC and nf-core because they contain only one workflow language each but are still well-populated. The Pegasus Workflow Engine also has a workflow hub called PegasusHub, but at the time of this writing, it had only twelve workflows, most of which were examples. Future work could extend our experiment to more workflow registries.

Each entry in SWC and nf-core refers to a specific project on GitHub. These registries are in machine-readable formats.

- The SWC registry includes any project on GitHub that satisfies its requirements, of which the chief is to have a Snakefile or workflows/Snakefile in the root directory. Users can optionally include a .snakemake-workflow-catalog.yml, with a machine-readable description of how to run the workflow.

### Table 1: A sample of tools, organizations, and policies regarding reproducibility since 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Snakemake paper [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Geoscientific Model Development (GMD) journal requires code sharing [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Office of Science and Technology Policy memorandum (Holden et al.) [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Spack paper [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Org</td>
<td>Volume 1 of ReScienceC published [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Guix for HPC paper [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Nextflow paper [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Singularity paper [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Nix for HPC paper [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Org</td>
<td>Nextflow community curates nf-core [14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3See https://www.anaconda.com/

4https://workflows.community/registries

5https://pegasushub.io
The nf-core registry is a community-curated set of analysis pipelines built using Nextflow. The authors follow the convention of having main.nf and nextflow.config files in the root directory. Also, nextflow.config must define a profile for test and docker, singularity, podman, and other virtualization providers. These workflows have many users and contributors.

Snakemake and Nextflow are interpreters for domain-specific language that researchers use to write workflow scripts. The workflow scripts construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of tasks based on the input and configuration. The Snakemake and Nextflow languages contain directives to encapsulate each task in a specific container.

We use the appropriate workflow engine for each revision of each workflow in the registry. When we run the workflow, we are a different team using the same measuring system (experiment); therefore, we are checking its reproducibility [36]. Testing if the research result is consistent with a specific claim requires data from the original run and expert knowledge, so instead, we just test if the default command with default parameters has a non-crashing execution. We run the experiments in a Spack environment (see Appendix A for the exact environment) that has the workflow managers and their dependencies: Snakemake, Nextflow, Conda, Singularity, and others.

We also had to install a few dependencies that workflows assume to exist on the system. Snakemake and Nextflow both allow the workflow to specify a container image to run the tasks in, but they do not provide a way to specify the environment of the program that generates the DAG. In some cases, the environment is determined by convention, but these conventions are neither universally used nor automatically consumed by tools. These dependencies include domain-general processing tools such as Numpy, Pandas, and Peppy. We discovered the exact set of dependencies through trial-and-error. We recognize that the computational experiments may rely on other unspecified dependencies or internet-accessible resources that no longer exist. We expect these to fail, and in fact, this research aims to count how many fail that way.

While most workflows finish within 30 minutes, some can take multiple hours (see Figure 1). In total, we spent over 5,600 CPU hours executing workflows. We use Parsl [3] to run different experiments on a parallel cluster to reduce the waiting time. We used Microsoft Azure to provide the parallel cluster, but Parsl supports a wide range of parallel cluster providers or even a single node. Each worker node runs a specific set of workflow revisions, writes the output to storage, and sends the success indication back to the main node. At the end of execution, we have one or more "execution records" for every revision of every workflow.

We initially ran our setup on a small random sample of revisions. Then we looked through every crash; some were due to the underlying workflow crashing, but some were artificial and caused by our experimental setup. We spent thirty minutes per crash debugging it; if no leads were pointing to our experimental setup after that, we assumed the problem was with the workflow under test. We iteratively improved our experimental setup and repeated all experiments on the latest version.
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We use the appropriate workflow engine for each revision of each workflow in the registry. When we run the workflow, we are a different team using the same measuring system (experiment); therefore, we are checking its reproducibility [36]. Testing if the research result is consistent with a specific claim requires data from the original run and expert knowledge, so instead, we just test if the default command with default parameters has a non-crashing execution. We run the experiments in a Spack environment (see Appendix A for the exact environment) that has the workflow managers and their dependencies: Snakemake, Nextflow, Conda, Singularity, and others.
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Figure 2: A cumulative frequency histogram of revisions per workflow in selected registries.

Figure 3: A cumulative frequency histogram of staleness of executions in selected registries.

There are multiple explanations for this difference:

- The nf-core registry is a curated selection of workflows that select for popularly used pipelines.
- Of the workflows that we examined in more detail, the nf-core workflows defer most of their data processing to containerized tasks rather than the main script, which is not containerized. In contrast, SWC workflows process data in the main script and containerized tasks. For example, some SWC workflows require BioPython to run the main workflow script.
- The SWC standard does not identify an obvious place for a default or example configuration. In RQ2, we will see that many of these failures are due to missing example data. The nf-core registry requires workflows to have a test profile where this information can go.
- Snakemake uses Conda, which can fail for the reasons described later in RQ2. This issue affects Snakemake workflows, which use Conda to manage environments, but not nf-core workflows, which are less likely to use Conda. Even excluding these cases from the sample, we get a rate of 13%, which is still significantly less than nf-core.

 Zhao et al. [42] find a 20% of their experiments can be reproduced without crashing. The SWC registry has a lower reproducibility rate, due to the effects above. The nf-core registry has a higher reproducibility rate, probably because it is community-curated, whereas Zhao et al. tested workflows in a self-depository called myExperiment. myExperiment is like Zenodo or GitHub in that almost anyone can upload almost anything.

Trisovic et al. [39] reported crash-free reproduction for 25% for R scripts, but they excluded codes which timed out from the denominator. When considering timeouts as failures (the computational experiment might be reproducible but require longer time), the rate falls to 12%, on par with SWC but lower than nf-core. We expect workflows to be more reproducible than a bundle of R scripts because repositories with R scripts may not specify the order to run the R scripts that may have dependencies between them; workflows explicitly encode those dependencies. However, issues similar to the SWC environment are a possible culprit. The scripts studied by Trisovic et al. are from such different domains that the crash-free reproduction rate may differ.

For both registries we study, the crash-free executions do not all come from the same workflows. Namely, workflows are not simply reproducible in either most of their revisions or none; rather, we see a diversity of crash-free reproduction rates across workflows (see Figure 4).

The reproducibility of SWC is biased by many revisions coming from workflows where we could not reproduce any revision, nine of which are due to the same kind of crash. That one cause substantially reduces the number of non-crashing SWC workflow revisions. On the other hand, three of the working workflows have just one revision. The nf-core workflows, being more evenly spread in the number of revisions, do not suffer the same way.

RQ1. In all, we reproduced non-crashing executions for 28% of all revisions of all workflows in our selected registries. Considering the prevalence of irreproducibility, more work needs to be done on achieving reproducibility with low effort.

RQ2. For each crashing execution, we examined the log files and standard error to find the low-level cause of the crash. Then we wrote a regular expression that could parse the information for other crashes with the same cause (e.g., if the program crashed because an exception was thrown in a Snakemake script, we wrote a regular expression to parse the traceback). Next, we repeated the process for the first crash not classified by the set of previously written regular expressions. Note that these crashes are only the earliest crash present in the code. If we were to fix the immediate

### Table 2: Summary of data from automatic reproduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>SWC</th>
<th>nf-core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># workflows</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># revisions</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of revisions with no crash</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of workflows with at least one non-crashing revision</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
crash, another crash of a different kind may still happen later, for which we have no information. Finally, we putatively categorized the failure cases according to their causes:

- **Missing input**: a crash due to missing data or configuration.
- **Missing dependency**: a crash due to missing a dependency.
- **Network resource changed**: a workflow expects a network resource with a behavior different than current, e.g., the workflow queries a database using an API that has since changed.
- **Timeout reached**: we limited each revision run to 2 hours.
- **Unclassified reason**: not all crash causes can be easily identified automatically. For example, two workflows may fail with the same `IndexError`, but in one case, the code may try to access a configuration file that was not passed (i.e., missing input), and in another case, the same error may be caused by a bug in the script (i.e., workflow script error).
- **Singularity error**: the workflow failed while invoking Singularity. One cause for some of these errors is due to a bug in Singularity\(^{10}\).
- **Conda environment unsolvable**: Conda can fail to solve an environment for a number of reasons. One observed problem is that Conda cannot manage packages installed by other package managers. We might have a specific version of lib or other packages installed by Spack to support the experiment. If these packages conflict with the packages requested by the environment, then Conda will fail to solve. We count this as a true reproducibility failure because a user may have packages installed that conflict with the Conda environment for a specific project; that project would not be automatically reproducible on that user’s system.
- **Other (workflow script)**: the workflow fails for some other reason, and the crash happens within the workflow script, i.e., the program that generates a DAG of tasks.
- **Other (containerized task)**: the workflow fails for some other reason, and the crash happens within one of the containerized tasks, i.e., the nodes of the workflow DAG.

While some of these errors, especially missing inputs, may be easy to fix, there are too many to fix manually. They make the workflows not automatically crash-free reproducible.

These reasons are similar to those by Zhao et al. [42], but we allow for the timeout to be reached and “other.” The “other” crashes indicate that the workflow was started correctly, had all necessary inputs, had complete software dependencies, and did not reach a timeout. Therefore, the “other” crashes are probably due to the workflow never working. This cause is consistent with what we find when manually analyzing those cases.

### Table 3: Reasons for crashes in revisions we failed to reproduce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind of crash</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>SWC</th>
<th>nf-core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing input</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conda environment unsolvable</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified reason</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeout reached</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singularity error</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (workflow script)</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (containerized task)</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network resource changed</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing dependency</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No crash</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>51.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{10}\)See https://github.com/sylabs/singularity/issues/1721. The bug has since been fixed, but we were not able to re-run all of our experiments due to resource constraints.

### RQ2. Among workflows that crashed, the leading cause of crashes was missing input data or configuration files. Missing is more prevalent in SWC because .snakemake-workflow-catalog.yaml has no place to specify an example invocation.

### RQ3. While we cannot easily look back in time to see when any individual revision stopped working, we can instead reason about the aggregate population of revisions. We assume that the probability that a workflow revision published some time ago (e.g., two years ago) works is a good estimate for the probability that a workflow revision published today will work in the same amount of time (e.g., two years). We attempt to find a trend between crash-free reproduction rate and “staleness,” the difference in time between when the revision was published and when we execute it in 2023.

We make the simplifying assumption that all revisions of all workflows in our selected registries were automatically reproducible when that revision was initially uploaded. The assumption may not hold for arbitrary workflow revisions, but our focus is precisely on the revisions that were marked as releases because such releases are highly likely to have worked for the original developers. With each passing day, a change may cause a workflow to break. We also assume that, as workflows age, the risk that they will break increases over time. We fitted a Weibull survival function on our data to model this behavior. The following parameterized formula describes a Weibull probability distribution:

$$f_X(x; \lambda, k) = \begin{cases} \frac{k}{\lambda} \left(\frac{x}{\lambda}\right)^{k-1} \exp\left(-\left(\frac{x}{\lambda}\right)^k\right) & x \geq 0 \\ 0 & x < 0 \end{cases}$$  \(1\)
Figure 5: Estimates for expected workflow reproducibility over time modeled using a Weibull decay function. The estimated median survival time across all workflows in either registry is 1.42 years, which means half of the workflows remain crash-free reproducible after that. As the graph indicates, however, the nf-core workflows are much longer-lived (median 2.81 years) than the SWC workflows (median 0.81 years).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>SWC</th>
<th>nf-core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASCII text</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML document</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVG image</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip archive data</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML 1.0 document</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSV text</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON text data</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very short file (no magic)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip compressed data</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF document</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocked GNU Zip Format</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG image data</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaTeX 2e document</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Each row shows what proportion of workflows with multiple revisions with crash-free executions have a common output of that file type. Note that these need not add to 100%; one workflow might have a common output of ASCII text and a common output of PNG images; this would increment the count in both rows.

RQ3. Aging workflows are more likely, all things being equal, to crash. However, different populations of workflows (such as those drawn from different registries) can decay at different rates. Moreover, biological survival analysis is a useful tool to study software collapse and plan ahead for it.

RQ4. This work examines just the reproducibility of crash-free executions. While full reproducibility of research results requires expert knowledge, some intermediate levels of reproducibility can be automatically assessed. An automated tool might look at the outputs produced and compute their variation if they have the same structure. "Structure" here refers to both the location of the files (e.g., the directory and filename of specific output datasets) and the content within the files (e.g., the order of columns in CSV). Such a tool would need to know what types of files are common outputs between the two executions.

We call a file path relative to the experiment’s working directory an output if it does not match a list of known intermediate outputs, log files, or temporary data. This notion is biased towards assuming a file is an output because that is the default for workflows. The list of known non-output files includes work/, pipeline_info, .snakemake and logs for Snakemake, and .nextflow.log and .nextflow for Nextflow. We also added directives to store the Singularity container file systems and Conda environments in separate file paths, so they would not be considered outputs. We call an output common to a workflow if the workflow has more than one revision with crash-free executions and the output is present with the same file type in at least two-thirds of the executions. We used file11, a "file type guesser," to guess the file type.

11See https://www.darwinsys.com/file. We used file –brief.
The result (Table 5) shows that when there are common outputs, at least one of them is usually ASCII text with no “higher level” structure like CSV or JSON. Only 25% of the nf-core workflows can be compared through CSV.

If one cannot deduce any structure of plain text files, the only choice may be to treat them as strings or a list of strings (for each line). Future work may investigate methods for quantifying the difference between ASCII text files; e.g., one could use the edit distance at a line-level (similar to what diff does). If there are a lot of sub-line changes, one might use edit-distance on characters, although this comparison would be time-consuming.

RQ4. The most common output across revisions of a workflow is usually unstructured text.

### 6 DISCUSSION

#### 6.1 Lessons learned for reproducers

**Continuous integration (CI) scripts do not help much.**

Often, a human could glean how to run a computational experiment given the CI scripts. However, selecting the right target is difficult to automate because the CI scripts contain instructions for many different goals besides the goal of testing the software. When looking at GitHub Action scripts in SWC, we found scripts that lint, generate reports (without running), and test the Conda environment; these would have to be excluded by automatic reproducibility software. If the computational experiment has a rather long running time, users will exclude it from CI testing, so we have no guarantee that any CI action actually tests the code.

There can be more than one way to test the workflow.

The CI discussion also raises another point: what should the “test configuration” be? Should it be a scaled-down execution or a full-fledged one? What if the experiment supports multiple different modes; which should be used? In practice, the nf-core repositories specify one configuration as the “default” test configuration, but they often contain multiple test_* configurations, providing for test variants. An open ontology could describe what knobs to turn in each test. Such configurability would open the door to many automatic testing applications, such as autotuning configuration parameters, outcome-preserving input reduction, or other kinds of parameter searching if the system knows what knobs it can turn without breaking the experiment’s semantics.

#### 6.2 Recommendations for workflow engine designers

The nf-core repositories usually have a configuration profile in the root called test that runs whatever the workflow author defines as a test. Other tools choose conventions to make their tools easier to use (e.g., make a11). Other Nextflow workflows outside of nf-core do not usually follow this convention, so it would be much harder to test them automatically.

SWC does have a similar convention, but it is not rigorous enough. While SWC workflows have a place for “mandatory flags” in the .snakemake-workflow-catalog.yml, there is no place for an example invocation. As such, many of the workflows fail because our default command does not provide them with any example data.

We should use metadata to link the publication, funding, and authors to the workflow.

We could not find a machine-readable link between the workflow and the publication, funding, and authors. Linking the workflow would allow us to study the impact of policies on reproducibility.

13For example, see https://github.com/marcodelapierre/toy-gpu-nf
14See https://github.com/snakemake-workflows/dna-seq-varlociraptor/pull/204 for discussion
not include all collaborators (e.g., a university professors when the student does the work) or other facilitators. Transitive Credit aims to solve this problem with JSON-LD [23], but it is not yet widely used.

Workflow engines should report resource requirements in a machine-readable format.

Each of these different test variants may have different resource requirements too. In batch compute systems, such as supercomputers, on which many computational scientists work, the users request a compute resource allocation (such as the number of CPUs, GPUs, peak disk utilization, peak memory utilization, or total time). In practice, the users guess the request using rules-of-thumb; if the guess is wrong, their job may fail, and they will have to retry with a larger resource request. While not strictly necessary for reproducibility, it may be easier if the original authors publish the resources needed to run their experiment. Modern retrospective provenance systems [5, 24] do not yet provide a way of capturing or storing this information, although it would be straightforward to add. Knowing at least the total time the computational experiment takes helps future users to know if the run got “stuck” in a deadlock or infinite loop. We do report resource utilization requirements for the workflows in our dataset, which can be found in Appendix A.

Opaque container images may be reproducible but are not ideal.

Workflow programs supply a container image for each step of their execution. This gives a high level of reproducibility for the task which runs in the container, but the dozens of container images used in an experiment become another digital artifact which need to either be archived (heavy storage cost) or reproducibly built (pushes the buck to another tool). Functional package managers have the potential to fill this gap by either building container images reproducibly or managing the environment natively for each step in the experiment.

6.3 Threats to Validity

The workflows we selected may not be representative of all workflows. We worked with two large registries and ran every workflow in each registry uniformly, but there may be a selectivity bias for workflows submitted to workflow registries. Still, problems for the community’s most publicized workflows are likely also problems for the other workflows.

We only test for reproducible crash-free execution. We cannot test research reproducibility because we do not have access to the original results, and we would need the expertise to compare results from two runs to see if they are equivalent. However, reproducible crash-free execution is a necessary condition for reproducible research results, and right now, only 51% of nf-core workflows and 11% of SWC workflows have even crash-free reproducibility.

Our system’s packages may also be conflicting with the packages that the experiment wants to install. While the exact symptom is specific to our system, the pathology is a problem for reproducibility more generally.

The workflows we test may be reproducible, but our automated system could not figure out the correct command to run. These would be manually reproducible but not automatically reproducible. However, automatic reproducibility confers benefits that manual reproducibility does not. For example, automatic reproducibility makes it easy to set up continuous integration.

On the other hand, one might argue that in designing our automated system, we encoded too much information discovered from manually debugging failed workflows. For example, we found that the SWC workflows often require Peppy and Pandas, just to sub-select the data for input to the tasks. Because it is reasonable to expect these packages might be installed on the user’s machine, we added them into our software environment. One might argue that experiments which depend on a package without declaring a dependency on that package should be marked as not automatically reproducible; we considered this position, but then so many workflows would be not reproducible that we would not have much data left to work with for the rest of the RQs.

7 CONCLUSION

Reproducibility allows science to be self-correcting and helps us build on each other’s results. While it intuitively seems that computational experiments should be perfectly reproducible, especially compared to bench work, computational experiments are often the root of irreproducible research.

In this work, we investigate how reproducible workflows are in practice by looking at workflows from two specific registries, SWC and nf-core. The fact that our experiment on reproducibility is possible is a testament to the improvements in tooling and community practices. The nf-core registry could be used an example of how communities standardize around standard conventions and tooling. However, the current practice needs to be improved for a higher degree of reproducibility. In particular, workflow authors should incorporate example data that runs “out of the box.” More work needs to be done on standardizing how to specify the means to reproduce a computational experiment.

A CODE & DATA AVAILABILITY

A snapshot of the latest state of this code can be found at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7996835.

A rolling release of the code can be found at: https://github.com/charmoniumQ/wf-reg-test.

In the rolling release or snapshot:

- data holds a machine-readable view of the data, split across several files.
- data/results.html is a human-readable HTML view of the data.
- REPRODUCING.md contains instructions on how to reproduce the results in this paper from various steps.
- spack/spack.lock contains the Spack environment in which this experiment was run.
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